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Status Update from OLLI-USF Board Chair Phyllis Alpert

OLLI members:

I am writing to bring you up to date on efforts that are already under
way to resume OLLI-USF classes and lectures, despite the current
and potential limitations on personal travel and group gatherings.

For the record, all Spring classes have been cancelled, as are two of
our larger in-person gatherings scheduled for May – the Open
House/Annual Meeting and the Volunteer Recognition event.

So the summer term we intended to offer is down but not out! Our
staff may be working from home instead of on campus, but they are
already working with key volunteers to create a roster of interesting
and enjoyable programs, the first of which will launch mid-May.  

These courses will be taught by some of OLLI’s most-experienced,
most-talented instructors, and will feature captivating material and
opportunities for fertile discussion – the same elements you’ve
enjoyed in your OLLI experiences in the past. The only thing different is the delivery system…we’ll be
using state-of-the-art distance-learning programs and equipment to deliver the classes to you in your
home. 

We’re fortunate in having a number of OLLI volunteers and instructors with extensive experience using
distance-learning systems, as well as a staff member, Cath Mason, who has been working with other
OLLI institutions for months to develop a distance-learning prototype for use nationwide. 

We will not be publishing our usual Summer Catalog this year, but we are planning a Virtual Open
House/Annual Meeting on the morning of May 6 to introduce you to the Summer curriculum and the
options for participation. We’ll even have an important keynote speaker – Donna Peterson, Dean of
USF’s College of Public Health and Chair of USF’s task force on the coronavirus. Watch for further
information in the coming weeks. 

All of us miss the social engagement that has characterized OLLI classes, and we look forward to the
time when group gatherings are once again feasible. In the meantime, I want you to be aware that we are
working diligently to restore the intellectual-stimulation framework of our great institution.

You should expect another update from me in about two weeks, and I hope to have even more exciting
progress to report. Stay tuned and stay well!

Phyllis

We're in this Together! Join us online via our social media channels:

   

No need to socially distance alone! We're sharing ideas and stories and getting
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